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Adaptive Mesh Astrophysical Fluid 
Simulations on GPU



Overview

• Astrophysical motivation & the Enzo code

• Finite volume method and adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)

• CUDA implementation

• Results

• Summary



Astrophysical Fluid Simulations using 
the ENZO code
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How Stars Form?

Shu et al. 1987

Understanding star formation is crucial to understand solar system formation and Milky 

Way formation.



Understanding Turbulence
Cluster NGC 1333

Star forms in clustered environment of supersonic magnetized turbulence.

The turbulence is driven by stellar outflows. A non-linear feedback loop.

AMR MHD Simulation of NGC 1333

Outflow-driven turbulence behaves very differently from the classic Kolmogorov theory.

Well-known physics, but very complex problem. 

PW, Li, Abel, Nakamura, ApJ 2009





The ENZO Multi-Physics Code

• Block-structured AMR

• Finite volume hydrodynamics and magnetohydrodynamics solver

• Multigrid Poisson solver

• Particle-mesh N-body solver

• Particle-fluid interaction: particle formation, accretion, 

feedback

• Radiative transfer using adaptive ray-tracing

• Chemistry network

• MPI-parallelized

http://lca.ucsd.edu/portal/software/enzo

http://lca.ucsd.edu/portal/software/enzo


Fluid Equations and Finite Volume 
Method

Method of line: discretize only spatially:

Time integration, 2nd order Runge-Kutta method:



Flux Computation

To compute flux, sweep over 3D, 2 fundamental steps

- Reconstruction

- Riemann solver

Piecewise linear method with minmod limiter:

Harten-Lax-van Leer (HLL) approximate Riemann solver:
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Block-Structured AMR

Refined regions are organized into rectangular grids.

Every grid is evolved as an independent initial boundary 

value problem.

Refinement in both space and time. The

whole hierarchy evolves in time recursively.



AMR for hyperbolic conservation laws

Consistency between different levels is achieved by flux correction

Variables are cell-centered, fluxes are edge-centered



GPU implementation

• Put the computation of individual grid on GPU.

– GPU memory not enough to hold the whole hierarchy 

(e.g. 1024^3 HD simulation~40G)

– MPI parallelization is based on individual grid, so it 

would be trivial to combine CUDA with MPI

– AMR part is < 10% of the total time, hydro solver takes > 90%

• Main challenge of AMR solver on GPU: find a parallel scheme 

that works for any dimension of grid.



RK integration

Problem: in AMR, for consistency of boundary value,

intermediate data should be transferred back after

the first RK step. Thus the second step needs to transfer 

both the old data and intermediate data
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Solution: first two steps on GPU, the third on CPU.

In this form, only intermediate data needs to be transferred at the second step.



1D flux computation

A block: 64 flux computations, one thread per flux

Launch as many blocks as necessary to cover the whole grid. Padding some cells if grid size

if not multiple of block sizes.



Optimzing 1D kernel

• Use shared memory to avoid redundant memory access

• Unroll loops & avoid arrays: there are five fields per grid point. 

Using arrays can make the fields go to local memory  



Extensions to 2D & 3D
Using Method of Lines, 2D & 3D problems can be reduced to 1D problem! 

Apply the 1D kernel to the reduced 1D problem.

The cost is wasted flux computation in ghost zones.



Hydro Results on Uniform Grid and 
Single GPU

Time

Grid Size

Sedov-Taylor Blastwave

About 10x whole code speedup 

for a large range of grid.

Quadro FX 5600

Intel Core 2 Duo 3GHz



AMR-Hydro

AMR simulation of cloud disruption. Also about 10x speedup.



MHD Solver

Time

Grid Size

Sedov-Taylor Blast Wave

Also about 10x speedup

for a large range of grids



MHD Turbulence

About 10 minutes to evolve a 128^3 MHD 

uniform grid turbulence simulation for one

dynamical time. Takes about 2 hours on CPU.



MPI-CUDA performance

Speedup

Number of GPU

Linear speedup up to

4 processors.

MPI-CUDA: every MPI process uses one GPU.



Further improvement

• Overlap memory transfer with computation

• Concurrent kernels on Fermi is very useful for small grids



Conclusions

• Realistic astrophysical fluid solver can be mapped to GPU 

architecture and get significant speedup.

• GPU is efficient for highly data-parallel problems. 

• GPU cluster programmed using MPI+CUDA fits very well.

• AstroGPU has tremendous potential: simulation & data analysis

Thank you!


